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Abstract 
Geoghegan, R. and J. Krasinkiewicz, Empty components in strong shape theory, Topology and 
its Applications 41 (1991) 213-233. 
Let X be a connected compactum. We show that the natural function a,v from re(X) to the set 
of strong shape components of X need not be onto. In Theorem 5.1 we give a shape invariant 
condition which implies that the complement of the image of (Ye must contain c elements. In 
Theorems 7.1, 9.2 and 9.4, we give shape invariant conditions which imply that a, is onto. In 
geometric terms, we are studying the following: X being a Z-set in the Hilbert cube (or in any 
ANR), when is a proper ray in the complement of X properly homotopic to a proper ray which 
approaches a point of X? 
Keywords: Proper homotopy, strong shape, Mittag-LefBer, semistable, stable, virtually. 
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1. Introduction 
A compacturn is a compact metric space. Classically, one partitions the points of 
a compactum X into components or, more delicately, into path components. On 
the other hand, the strong shape components of X are defined to be the proper 
homotopy classes of proper rays in Q\X, where X is embedded in an end slice of 
the Hilbert cube Q. One thinks of these proper rays as “approaching” X. Some of 
them approach specific points of X, but it is possible that some strong shape 
components could be “empty” in the sense that no member of the proper homotopy 
class approaches a point of X. A precise statement is given in Section 2. 
We know which connected compacta have exactly one strong shape component: 
those which are pointed l-movable (see Corollary 3.6). Every connected compactum 
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not in that class has uncountably many strong shape components (see Proposition 
3.5) and two extremes occur. One is illustrated by X, v S’, the one-point union of 
a dyadic solenoid and a circle; every compactum shape equivalent to X, v S’ has 
uncountably many “empty” strong shape components. The other extreme is illus- 
trated by the dyadic solenoid X,; every compactum shape equivalent to X, has no 
“empty” strong shape components. These examples are special cases of general 
theorems. Theorem 5.1 says that any compactum which is not virtually pointed 
1 -movable has uncountably many “empty” strong shape components. Theorem 7.1 
says that any compactum which is virtually 1 -stable and whose fundamental pro-group 
has more than one end has no “empty” strong shape components. Theorems 5.1 and 
7.1 are our main results. We get extensions of Theorem 7.1 to the one-ended case 
in Theorems 9.2 and 9.4. A corollary of these results is that while a homotopy 
equivalence induces a bijection on nonempty strong shape components a strong 
shape equivalence might not. See Section 10. 
The shape invariant concepts, “virtually pointed l-movable” and “virtually l- 
stable”, are explained in Sections 4 and 6; the “number of ends” of the fundamental 
pro-group of a virtually l-stable compactum is a development of [23]; it is also 
defined in Section 6. 
An application to the question of when two shape equivalent compacta fail to 
be CE equivalent-the subject of [ll, 25]-is given in Section 10. 
This work has a context in the literature, as we now explain. 
If X and Y are compacta, we write Ho( Y, X), SS( Y, X) and S( Y, X) for the set 
of morphisms from Y to X in the homotopy category, the strong shape category 
and the shape category, respectively. There are natural functions 
Ho(Y,X)- (lKX SS( y, X) p,x S( Y, X). 
The general problem of “improving” a compactum X is this: find X’ shape equivalent 
to X such that for some given class of compacta Y, CY~,~. or pu,xS or /3y,x.o (Y~,~, is 
surjective or bijective. 
Some versions of the problem have been discussed in the literature. The complete 
story for py.x is in [9, Theorem 5.2.11 (see Note added in proof); in particular, 
P v.x is always surjective and not always bijective. When X is 1 - UV (or, more 
generally, is connected with pro-finite pro-n,) it is shown in [lo] how to find X’ 
so that (Y y,x, is a bijection for all finite-dimensional Y. An interesting negative result 
is found in [29], where it is shown that if Y = S’ and X = S’ v (compact infinite 
wedge of 2-spheres),Qen for all X’ shape equivalent to X, (Y~,~, is not surjective. 
Indeed, in that example, not even py,x, 0 (Y~,~, is surjective. In a variant on [29], Y 
can be taken to be S’ and X = a Hawaiian Earring (- compact infinite wedge of 
circles), with similar conclusions. 
These last examples are related to the present paper. We consider the case of 
Y = {*}, the one-point space. Obviously, Ho({*}, X) = r,,(X), the set of path com- 
ponents of X; SS({*}, X) is the set of “strong shape components” (see Section 2 
for the definition) and S({*}, X) is the set of components of X. We are interested 
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in understanding what conditions on X imply: (a) for all X’ shape equivalent to 
X, (Y~.~, is not surjective (“X cannot be improved”); (b) for all X’ shape equivalent 
to X, “v,x* is surjective (“X cannot be disimproved”). In Section 2 we explain what 
these questions mean in the language of elementary topology. 
We thank Steve Ferry and Michael Mihalik for helpful conversations, especially 
concerning the material in Section 8. 
An early version of one of our results was announced in the Proceedings of the 
1986 Dubrovnik Conference on Shape Theory [22, p, 2541. 
2. Strong shape components 
Let Q = n;” [-1, 11, the Hilbert cube. An end-slice of Q is obtained by fixing one 
of the coordinates at 1 or at -1, while allowing all others to vary in r-1, 11. Each 
end-slice is homeomorphic to Q, so any compactum can be embedded in an end-slice. 
Let X be a compact subset of an end-slice of Q. (Throughout this paper, it would 
be equally good to embed X as a Z-set in a locally compact ANR, e.g. our theorems 
apply to a compact subset of the boundary of a manifold.) 
Recall that a map is proper iff inverse images of compact sets are compact. A 
proper ray in Q\X is a proper map /3 : [0, 1) ---, Q\X. A proper homotopy class of 
proper rays in Q\X is called a strong shape component of X. If p is a proper ray, 
we denote its proper homotopy class by [p]. Let SS({*}, X) = {[PI Ip : [0, 1) + Q\X 
is a proper ray}. 
(The “strong shape category of compacta” can be defined in a number of ways 
which are known to be equivalent. See [21, lo] for references. It is not necessary 
to know any of these definitions in order to understand this paper. However, it may 
help the reader to know that the definition of strong shape component given here 
is the “right” definition, in the sense that the set of strong shape components of X 
is indeed equivalent to the set of strong shape morphisms from a one-point space, 
{*}, to X; hence the notation SS({*}, X).) 
One would expect something described by the word “component” to “contain” 
points of X; we now consider this. Let x E X. A proper ray p in Q\X approaches 
x iff p extends to a map p: [0, l] --, Q such that p(1) = x. Since X lies in an end-slice, 
for each x E X there exists a proper ray approaching x, and any two such proper 
rays are easily seen to be properly homotopic. Points x, ,VG X are in the same 
component of joinability of X iff there exist properly homotopic proper rays (in 
Q\X) approaching x and y. This is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes 
are called components ofjoinability. The set of such is denoted J(X). Clearly, we 
have a commutative diagram 
To(X) A SS({*), X) 
\ / 
J(X) 
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in which 5 is surjective and y is injective. Here, Q abbreviates (Y~,),~ of Section 1, 
and y maps the component ofjoinability containing x to [&I, for some p* approach- 
ing x. A strong shape component [p] of X is empry iff it is not in the image of a; 
i.e., there does not exist x E X such that [p] contains a proper ray approaching x. 
We denote by E(X) the set of empty strong shape components of X, 
(For more on components of joinability, see [ 191.) 
Our theorems are about the existence of empty strong shape components in X, 
and in compacta shape equivalent to X. If X is O-dimensional, every proper ray p 
approaches a point of X. We shall see that, even in the l-dimensional connected 
case, the story is more complicated. 
3. Some facts from the literature 
We assume knowledge of shape theory as found in [21]. 
Let {G,,fl} be an inverse sequence of groups indexed by (N, s). Let (g,), 
(g;) EH, G,. Write (g,)-(g:) iff there exists (h,)~n, G, such that g: = 
h,g,fz+l(h;:,). Then - is an equivalence relation on n, G, (see [21]). The set of 
equivalence classes is called lim’{ G,,,fz}. We regard this as a pointed set, with base 
point the equivalence class ofl, 1, 1, . . . ). Call this base point e. 
We say {G,, fi} is Mittag-Lefler iff for each m, there exists n 3 m such that for 
all k>n, imagefi=imagefz. Equivalently, {G,, f:} is Mittag-Leffler iff it is 
isomorphic in pro-groups to a sequence of epimorphisms. 
Proposition 3.1. If {G,,fz} is Mittag-Lefler, then lim’{G,,f~}={e}. If 
lim’{ G,, f z} = {e}, and each G, is countable, then {G,, f i} isxitrag- Lefler. 
- 
(For a proof, see [21, pp. 173-1741.) 
Let {Z,, 4:) be an inverse sequence of path connected spaces. Let z, E 2, be a 
base point such that +E+‘(z,+,) = z, for all n. Let Z be the inverse limit space. Let 
y = (y,) E Z (where y, E Z,), and let a,, be a path in Z, from z, to y,. Consider the 
function Z -+ n,, rr,(Z,,, z,), y H ([a,. ~Z+‘(C,:,)]). It induces functions E : Z+ 
lim’{rr,(Z,, z,), +I&) and rl: P,(Z) -+ lim’{r,(Z,, z,), 4:,1. - - 
Proposition 3.2. (i) If each Z,, is a compact ANR, then for each z E Z, E-‘e(z) is a 
component of joinability of Z; hence E induces an injection 
J(Z) --+ lim’{7rl(Z”, zn), 42. - 
(ii) Zfeach 4: is a weak (~Serre) jibration, then 71 is a bijection. 
(For a proof, see [21, pp. 181-1821.) 
We now establish notation to be used throughout the paper. Let X be a nonempty 
compact connected subset of an end-slice of Q. Let { U,} be a basic (decreasing) 
sequence of compact connected ANR neighborhoods of X in Q. Pick a proper ray 
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p,, in Q\X approaching a base point x0 E X. Let (r,) be an increasing sequence in 
[0, 1) converging to 1 such that &([f”, 1))~ U”. Write x, =&(r,,). Then for each 
n 2 m, we have a homomorphism i”, : TT,( U,, x,) ---, mI( U,,,, x,) induced by inclusion, 
using the path &I[&,,, f.], as in [27, Chapter 71. These form an inverse sequence 
{~,(Uri, &I), GJ. 
Define S : lim’{rr,( U,,, x,), i”,} - SS({*}, X), to take 
([w,]), where;, is a loop in U,,\X based at x,, to the 
the proper ray 
the equivalence class of 
proper homotopy class of 
See Fig. 1. Note that the inclusion induces an isomorphism 
TIC U”\X X”) + n*( un, &I) 
so there is no problem in requiring w, to be in U,\X. Note also that 8(e) = [p,,]. 
Fig. 1 
Proposition 3.3. 6 is well defined, and is a bijection. 
(The proof is similar to proofs given in [2, Section 21; also compare [24].) 
The base points x, along p,, were needed in order to define 6, but for other 
purposes it is more natural to consider {nTTI( U,,, x,),jz}, where ji is induced by 
inclusion. The path p,,: [0, l] -+ Q provides a canonical isomorphism in pro-groups 
between {v,( U,,, x,),jZ} and {r,( U”,, x,), iz}. We will switch from one to the other 
without further comment. 
Inspection of the definitions shows: 
Proposition 3.4. The following diagram commutes: 
LI 
X ’ %(X) ’ =({*I, X) 
\ E 
‘1 I =Ts 
lim’{7r,( U,, xO),jL}~ QE’{7rl(U,, x,), i2. II - 
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Thus we can identify the set E(X) of empty strong shape components of X (in 
SS({*}, X)) with the complement of q(7r0(X)) in lim’{r,( LJ,, x,),jL}. In particular, - 
E(X) = 0 iff 17 is surjective. 
Proposition 3.5. If X is not pointed 1 -movable, then card .I( X) = card image(a) = c. 
(For a proof, see [ 193.) 
Corollary 3.6. A connected nonempty compactum has exactly one strong shape com- 
ponent iff it is pointed 1 -movable. 
4. Virtual pointed I-movability 
The inverse sequence of groups {G,, fz} is virtually Mittag- Lejler iff for each 
m, there exists n 2 m such that for all k 5 n, image fz, has finite index in image fz. 
Equivalently, {G,, fi} is virtually Mittag-Leffler iff it is isomorphic in pro-groups 
to a sequence {G,,, f;} where f:“( G,+,) has finite index in G’,, for all n. 
The following is left as an exercise: 
Proposition 4.1. Let {G,,, fz} be virtually Mittag-Lejler, and let h, be an inner 
automorphism of G,. Then {G,,,fL} is virtually Mittag-Lefler, wherej,“+’ = h, 0 fl+’ . 
andf: CT:+’ o . . . of:_, . 
Let X be as in Section 3. (X, x,,) is virtually pointed l-movable iff { 7ri( U,,, x,),jz} 
is virtually Mittag-Leffler. (Of course, with this definition we tacitly assume some 
knowledge of shape theory: {(U,,, x,), inclusion} is “associated with” (X, x,,) in the 
sense of [21]; {v,( U,, xO),iz} is virtually Mittag-Leffler iff the same is true for r, 
of any other inverse sequence of compact ANR’s associated with (X, x0). Remarks 
of this kind are needed at various points in what follows, but we will omit them 
from now on.) 
We wish to show that the property “virtually pointed l-movable” is independent 
of the choice of base point, and, indeed, is an invariant of unpointed shape. 
Let p be a proper ray in Q\X (not necessarily approaching a point of X). W.l.o.g., 
assume P([t”, l))u/?,,([fn, 1))~ U,, and that there is a path p,, in U,,\X from P(f,,) 
to &( t,) = x, (see Fig. 2). 
Consider the commutative diagram: 
k”+’ 




i”+, -TT r.+, 
Tl( U”, X”) L n,( u,+, 9 xl?+,) 
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Fig. 2. 
Here, T,. is the change of base point isomorphism along pu, [27, Chapter 71; kz+’ 
is induced by inclusion, using the path /3 1 [t,, t,,,]; GE+’ is defined to make the 
diagram commute. Clearly ix+’ = q,,,, 0 il+’ for a suitable loop un. 
Proposition 4.2. If { r,( U,, x,), i:} is virtually Mittag-Lejler, then so is 
{rr,(K, P(r,)), k”,]. 
Proof. Since the above diagram commutes, it is enough to show that {rr( U,, x,), ii} 
is virtually Mittag-Leffler. But that is clear, by Proposition 4.1, since 
iz+’ = T,, o iz+‘. [7 
In view of Proposition 4.2, we will say that X is virtually pointed l-movable iff 
(X, x0) is virtually pointed l-movable for some X~E X. Note that independence of 
base point even extends to base rays which do not approach a point of X: we will 
use this fact in the next proof. 
Theorem 4.3. Let X and Y be shape equivalent connected compacta. If X is virtually 
pointed l-movable, so is Y. 
Proof. We assume that X and Y are both embedded in end-slices of Q. 
Let f: Q\X + Q\ Y be a homeomorphism (see [21, p. 2641 and the references 
cited there for Chapman’s Complement Theorem). Let y = f 0 PO. Let V, = 
f( U,\X) u Y Then V, is an ANR. The homeomorphism f induces a level isomorph- 
ism of inverse sequences {n,( U,,\X, &(t,)), ill} - {r,( V,\ Y, y( t,)), q;]} where qi 
is induced by inclusion, using parts of the ray y as before. Since X and Y are 
Z-sets in U, and V,, respectively, and {r,( U,, &( t,)), i$} is virtually Mittag-Leffler, 
it follows that Y is virtually pointed l-movable. 0 
The following is due to Ferry [12]. The proof is similar to material found on 
pp. 381-382 of [lo]. 
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Proposition 4.4. If (X, x0) is virtually pointed l-movable, then (X, x0) = 
lim{( K,, k,,), EL} where (K,, k,,) is a pointed compact ANR, and image EL+ hasjnite 
index in ?rl( K,, k,). 
Remark. The paper [S] is about compacta (X, x,,) for which there exists the kind 
of ANR expansion described in Proposition 4.4. Thus [8] is about virtually pointed 
l-movable compacta: it says that if f : (X, x0) - (Y, y,) is a pointed shape morphism 
inducing an unpointed shape equivalence, and ( Y, y,,) is virtually pointed l-movable, 
then f is a pointed shape equivalence. 
5. Compacta which cannot be improved 
Let X be a compact connected subset of an end slice of Q. 
Recall that E(X) is the set of empty strong shape components of X. Here is a 
shape invariant condition which implies the existence of many empty strong shape 
components. 
Theorem 5.1. If X is not virtually pointed 1 -movable, then card E(X) = c. 
Examples 5.2. The Case-Chamberlin continuum, Xc,-, is defined as follows. Let 
f: s’ v s’ + s’ v S’ be a map inducing the homomorphism a H aba-lb-‘, 
b H a2b’ae2be2 on fundamental group; here the wedge point is base point, and the 
two circles, with chosen orientations, represent the two generators of the (free) 
fundamental group. 
Xcc=lim{S’vS’CS’vS’C~~~}. - 
Obviously, Xc, is not virtually pointed l-movable. By Theorem 5.1, Xc, has c 
empty strong shape components. Theorem 4.3 shows that any compactum shape 
equivalent to Xc, has the same property. (For information on Xcc, see [51.) AS 
mentioned in the introduction, another example is the wedge of a solenoid and a 
circle. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We carry over the notation of Section 3, though the proof 
works for any ANR system associated with X. Let 
G, = image(jy :7i,(Un,xcJ-+ n,(LI,,xo)). 
W.l.o.g., assume that G,,+, has infinite index in G, for infinitely many n. Consider 
the commutative diagram 
(Ul,%) w (&,x0) * *.. 
I /I I f* 
(VI, VI) - pi (V,,v,)-p:.- 
where ( V,, v,) = ( U,, x0), f2 = id, py is the covering projection corresponding to G,, 
and fn is the lift (see [19]). Since each fnx is an epimorphism, the function 
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lim’fn,:lim’{~l(LI,,xg),j~}- lim’{~,(V,, u,),p”,} - - - 
is onto. 
Let ( Y, y,) = lim{( V,, v,), pk}, and let f= l&f, :X + Y By Proposition 3.2(ii), - 
we have the following commutative diagram in which 7’ is a bijection: 






Y W> 7-rO( Y)A, lim’{7r,( V,, u,), pc} - 
Each point inverse of the composition .a’ of lower horizontal functions is a path 
component of Y. 
Let [y] denote the path component of y in Y. Let 
E,( Y) = {bl E no( Y) I bl cf(W = 01. 
Then E,(Y) = nO( Y)\_G(ro(X)). S o card E(X) 2 card I?,( Y) by Proposition 3.4. 
It is enough to prove that card E,( Y) 2 c. 
Let p, : Y + V, be the projection; p, is a fibration. Let Z =p;‘(u,). Let Z, = 
(py)-‘( u,). Then (Z, yO) = lim{(Z,, u,), p:l}. Z,, is naturally identified with Cl/G, = - 
{G,g( g E G,}, so there are natural right actions of G, on the discrete spaces Z,, 
which are compatible with the bonds pz[. These induce a continuous right action 
of G, on the space Z. This action is essentially the action of rr,( V,, u,) on the fiber, 
Z, of p1 ; hence the orbits of this action are {[y] n Z) [y] E rr,,( Y)}. 
The space Z is homeomorphic to ny=, G,,/G,+, (a product of discrete spaces), 
hence Z is topologically complete, and (since G,/G,+, is infinite for infinitely many 
n) each compact subset of Z is nowhere dense. 
Claim. There is a compact subset B c Z such that 
Postponing the proof of the Claim, we continue. The set B is nowhere dense 
in Z. By the Baire Category Theorem Z’ = Z\U { Bg (g E G,} is a dense G,-set in 
Z, hence Z’ is topologically complete. Moreover, Z’ contains no isolated point. 
Hence card Z’ = c. 
But Z’ is a union of orbits, each of which is countable, and disjoint from B. 
Hence there are c orbits in Z’. Let z E Z’ lie in such an orbit. We saw that the orbit 
of z is [z] n Z, so [z] n B = 0, so, by the Claim, [z] E I!+( Y). If ZE Z’ lies in a 
different orbit, then ([z’] n Z) n ([z] n Z) = 0, so [2’] n [z] = 0, so [T] is a different 
point of E’( Y). Thus card E/( Y) = c. 
It only remains to prove the Claim. Let K be the Cantor set, and let g: K - Y 
be a map whose image is f(X). The map p, 0 g is homotopic to the constant map 
taking K to (0,). So g is homotopic to a map h : K --* Y whose image lies in Z. Let 
B=h(K).Ifx~X,f(x)=g(k)forsomek~K.So[h(k)]=[f(x)].Thusf,(~,(X)) 
is as claimed. Cl 
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6. Virtual l-stability and ends 
An inverse sequence of groups {G,, fl} is virtually stable iff there is a cofinal 
subsequence {G,,, fz;} such that the kernel of fI;+lj (image fi;;;) is finite, and 
image f z-2 has finite index in image fi;+l for all i. Equivalently, {G,, fl} is virtually 
stable iff it is pro-isomorphic to a sequence {G,,, fi} where kerf,“+’ is finite and 
image ft” has finite index in G,. 
The reader can easily prove: 
Proposition 6.1. Let {G,, fi} be virtually stable, and let h, be an inner automorphism 
of G,,. Then (in the notation of Proposition 4.1) {G”, f;} is virtually stable. 
Let X be as in Section 3. We say that (X, x,,) is virtually 1 -stable iff { n,( U,, x,),jz} 
is virtually stable. 
The proof that virtual l-stability is a shape invariant runs parallel to the proofs 
given in Section 4. We carry over the notation of that section. 
Let p be a proper ray in Q\X. Just as in Section 4, we get: 
Proposition 6.2. Zf {x1( CJ,,, x,,), iz} is virtually stable, then so is {T,( LJ”, p( t,)), kk}. 
By Proposition 6.2, it makes sense to say that X is virtually l-stable iff (X, x0) is 
virtually l-stable for some X~E X. 
By a proof similar to that of Theorem 4.3, we get: 
Theorem 6.3. Let X and Y be shape equivalent connected compacta. Zf X is virtually 
l-stable, then so is Y. 
The following theorem, a companion to Proposition 4.4, is due to Ferry [ 121. The 
proof is similar to material found on pages 381-382 of [lo]: 
Proposition 6.4. Zf (X, x0) is virtually 1 -stable, then (X, x0) = lim{( K,,, k,), EL} where 
(K,, k,) is a pointed compact ANR, .eL# : T,( K,, k,) --$ r,(Kzk,,,) hasfinite kernel, 
and image .ez# hasfinite index in n,(K,, k,). 
Next, we consider ends. 
Recall that if G = sr,(K, k) where K is a compact connected ANR, the (cardinal) 
number of the set of ends of the universal cover, I?, depends only on G, not on K. 
It is called the number of ends of G. Moreover, the only possible values are 0, 1, 2 
or c. See, for example, [28]. 
Proposition 6.5. Let f: (K, k) ---, (L, 1) be a map between compact connected ANR’s, 
inducing a homomorphism C#I : r,( K, k) + T,( L, 1) having finite kernel and such that 
image C$ hasfinite index in v,( L, 1). 7henf: Z? ----, 2 is proper, and induces a surjection 
from the set of ends of k to the set of ends of L. 
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For economy, we postpone the proof of Proposition 6.5 until Section 8, (following 
Proposition 8.2). In Section 8, we also prove a stronger statement, Proposition 8.3. 
The following is essentially proved in [23, Sections 2, 31: 
Proposition 6.6. If two inverse sequences of finitely generated groups are isomorphic 
in pro-groups, where every bond has finite kernel, and the image of every bond has 
finite index in the range, then all the groups in both sequences have the same number 
of ends. 
By Propositions 6.4-6.6, for each virtually l-stable compacturn X, the fundamental 
pro-group of X has a well-defined number of ends, given by Proposition 6.6, and 
(X,x,,) is the inverse limit of a sequence whose fundamental groups all have that 
number of ends, and whose bonds induce surjections on the ends of the universal 
covers. 
7. Compacta which cannot be disimproved 
In this section we prove: 
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a nonempty compact connected metric space. If X is virtually 
l-stable with fundamental pro-group having more than one end, then E(X) = 0. 
Examples 7.2. The dyadic solenoid, Xs, is the inverse limit of 
{S’CS’C. * -} 
where S’ c C and f is the map z H z2. Obviously, X, is virtually l-stable and its 
fundamental pro-group has two ends. By Theorem 7.1, X, has no empty strong 
shape components. By Section 6, any compactum shape equivalent to X, has the 
same property. 
For the proof of Theorem 7.1, we return to the notation of Section 3. Consider 
the sequence 
(U,,xo) * (~z,-Fl) * -.*. (1) 
Let (fi,,, i,,) be the (pointed) universal cover of (CJ,,, x,,) and let 
(fi”,&) =(fi”+,.i “+,) be the lift of the inclusion U,, w U,,,, . (It will be useful 
to think of fin as being the space of homotopy classes, rel end points, of paths in 
U,,, with 5, as the homotopy class of the constant path at z,.) If [w,] E r,( U,,, x0), 
we denote the corresponding covering translation of i’, by h,,,. The hfr of (1) 
corresponding to the sequence ([w,]) E n z=, r,( U,, x0) is the inverse sequence 
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The lifts of (1) corresponding to ([o,]) and ([w:]) are equivalent iff there exists 






_ w;, n - 
un - u,+, 
(3) 
Clearly we have: 
Lemma 7.3. The rifts of (1) corresponding to ([w,]) and ([CO;]) are equivalent if 
([CO,]) and ([CO;]) deJine the same element of lim’{rr,( U,, x,),jz}. - 
The inverse limit of (1) is (X, x,,). If R = ([w,,]), we denote the inverse limit of 
(2) by X(O); it is important to note that X(O) might be empty. The covering 
projections induce a map g(O) ---, X whose image is denoted by X(O). 
Lemma 7.4. Let x E X and let R = ([CO,,]) E fl,, 7r,( U,, x0). Then x E X(O) iffor each 
n 2 1 there exists a path a, in U, from xO to x such that CT, = w, . a,,,, in U,. 
Corollary 7.5. The nonempty sets X(O) are precisely the components of joinability 
of x. 
Proposition 7.6. Let E :X * lim’{7r,(X,, x,), 4:,} be the natural function as 
in Section 3, and let [O]E&‘{r,(X”, x,), d~k#} be represented by R. Then - 
X(O) = &-‘([O]). 
Proof. Pick x E X(0). Let a, be a path as in Lemma 7.4. Then ([a,, 9 a,:,]) = R. 
Thus x E E-‘([O]) since E(X) = [([a, * u,:,])]. Conversely, let x E E-‘([O]). Then 
E(X) = [a]. Let T, be a path in LJ, from x0 to x (for each n). Let w; = 7,. T,:, and 
let O’=([wL]). Then E(X) =[O’], so X(O’)=X(O) by Lemma 7.3. Since T,, = 
'. 
W" T~+~ in U,, x E X(0’) by Lemma 7.4. Thus x E X(f2). 17 
Proposition 7.7. E(X) = 0 if lim(2) # 0 for all ([w,]) E n, T,( U,, x0). - 
Corollary 7.8. The sets X(O) partition X in the following sense: 
(i) $0 and 0’ define equivalent lifts of (l), then X(n) =X(0’); 
(ii) $0 and &?’ define inequiualent lifts of (l), then X(O) A X(0’) ~0; 
(iii) X = U {X(n) I f2 E n, rl( U,, x0)1. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By the final sentence of Section 6, we may assume that each 
fi_ has at least two ends, and that each CUE” induces a surjection from the set of 
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ends of fi,,+, to the set of ends of fin (see Remark, below). The same is true of 
h 
3 Q a” 
“+I. Let C, be a compact subset of fi, separating distinct ends, e, and e2, of 
U,. Then for all n, the inverse image, C,, of C, in fin (in (2)) must separate the 
ends of 6” which map to e, from those which map to e,. Thus C, # 0 for all n. 
Since each h,” 0 a:+’ is proper (by Proposition 6.5), each C, is compact. Hence the 
inverse limit of the nonempty compacta C, provides a nonempty subset of lim(2). - 
By Proposition 7.6, this is enough. 0 
Remark. There is a gap in this proof of Theorem 7.1: Proposition 6.4 gave us 
compact ANR’s K, with nice properties, and we have tacitly identified the K,‘s 
with compact ANR neighborhoods U, of X in Q. To justify this identification, one 
either notes that the proof of Proposition 6.4 can easily be made to yield the K,‘s 
as neighborhoods, or one proceeds as follows. Form the contractible infinite mapping 
telescope T of the maps &:+I; this is the union of all the mapping cylinders glued 
successively top to bottom, where w.1.o.g. we assume E; is constant, so that T is 
contractible. By a well-known construction we can place a copy of X “at infinity” 
making a compact AR Tt = T u X in which T is open and dense, and X is a Z-set. 
By results in [6], T+ x Q is then a Hilbert cube: the Z-set X x Q clearly has 
neighborhoods of the desired homotopy type. The above proof of Theorem 7.1 then 
shows that E(X x Q) = 0, hence E(X) = 0. 
8. Some proper homotopy lemmas 
Letf: (K, k) -, (L, I) be a cellular map of pointed finite connected CW complexes, 
inducing 4 : n,( K, k) --, 7r,( L, I). We consider the behavior off: &? ---, i. 
Proposition 8.1. Let H, 5 v,( K, k), Hz s nl(L, l) and c#J(H,)s Hz. Let Z? and L be 
the covering spaces corresponding to H, and H2. The (pointed) lift, f: I? + L, off is 
proper i$‘H, has finite index in +-‘( Hz). 
Proof. In the following commutative diagram, P is the path component of the 
pull-back of L containing the base point: 
- J - K-L 
K-L / 
P is also the covering space of K corresponding to 4-‘(H,). f' is clearly proper. 
Therefore f is proper iff q is proper iff [ +-‘( H,) : H,] <cc. 0 
As a general convention, t is the universal cover of K, and I?’ denotes the 
l-skeleton of k (not the universal cover of K’). 
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Proposition 8.2. Let ker $J be finite, and_ let image 4 have jinite index in T,( L, I). 
There are proper maps i’ A i’/ker 4 L .? such that f covers f 1 and 1’0fo g is 
properly homotopic to the inclusion i’: i’+ L. 
Proof. By passing to a finite cover of L if necessary, we may assume, w.l.o.g., that 
4 is onto. Thus, in the language of [27], f is a l-equivalence, and there is a map 
g : (L’, I) ---, (K’, k) such that <A> 0 g is homotopic in L to the inclusion i : L’ L, L. 





Here, unmarked arrows are covering projections. The lifts f and g, off and g, 
exist by covering space theory. (Proof: r,(Z?‘/ker 4) =j,‘(ker 4) = ker(f oi)# = 
ker(iof]),=(f]),‘(keri,); ~,($)=keri,; 
(1) = i,(ker i#) = i, 0 (f I)# 0 g,(ker i,), 
so g&er i#) s (f I),‘& er i+), proving the existence of g. The existence of f is 
obvious.) 
By Proposition 8.1, f and g are proper, and the pointed homotopy from i 0 (f I) 0 g 
to i lifts to a proper homotopy from io (J]) 0 g to i: •I 
Proof of Proposition 6.5. By West’s theorem, every pointed compact ANR has the 
pointed homotopy type of a pointed finite CW complex (see [6]). Since pointed 
homotopy equivalences between compact ANR’s lift to proper homotopy equivalen- 
ces between their universal covers, we may assume (K, k) and (L, I) are pointed 
finite CW complexes and f is cellular. Consider the commutative diagram 
where p, the covering projection, is clearly proper. By Proposition 8.1, f is proper 
and by Proposition 8.2 it maps the set of ends of k/ker 4 onto the set of ends of 
L’. But, clearly, p maps the set of ends of I? onto the set of ends of I?/ker 4. 0 
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Proposition 8.3. Let f: (K, k) + (L, 1) be a map between compact connected ANR’s 
inducing a homomorphism 4 : T,( K, k) ---f T,( L, 1) having finite kernel and such that 
image 4 has finite index in TT,( L, I). Then f: I? - + L (which is proper by Proposition 
8.1) induces a bijection, &, from the set of ends of I? to the set of ends of i, and, for 
anyproper base ray@ in K, an isomorphism ofpro-groups 4, : pro-n,(end k, p) ---, pro- 
r,(end i,,fo/?). 
(See [13] for “end” terminology; see [21] for pro-group terminology.) 
Proof. As in the above proof of Proposition 6.5, we assume (K, k) and (L, 1) are 
pointed finite CW complexes, and f is a cellular map. We first prove a special case: 
Lemma 8.4. If ker 4 is trivial, the conclusions in Proposition 8.3 hold. 
Proof of Lemma 8.4. We refer to the proof of Proposition 8.2. In the present case, 
g can be defined on L2, g : L’ -+ K2, with g 0 f 1 K’ and f 0 g 1 L’ pointed homotopic 
to the respective inclusions i and i; see [ 14, p. 1121. Thus g lifts to g: i’+ I?* 
where g’ 0 f 1 Z? ’ and f 0 g 1 I? are properly homotopic to 7 and 7 respectively. This 
implies the desired conclusion. (In this proof we have omitted reference to base 
rays: the proper homotopy extension theorem (compare [3]) should be used when 
necessary to ensure that base rays are preserved.) q 
For our next lemma, we need some notation. If P = (x,, . . . , x, 1 y,, . . . , yS> is a 
presentation of a group G, we write IPI for a finite CW complex having: one vertex, 
one l-cell for each xi (on which an orientation is chosen) and one 2-cell for each 
y, whose attaching map traces out the word Yj in the letters x”. See for example 
[27, Section 3.81 or [20, p. 1151. If 4 : G ---, H is an epimorphism with finite kernel, 
let Q be the presentation of H: 
(%...,XJYl,.. .,Ys,ZI,**-r z,> 
where z,, . . . , z, are words in the letters x” representing the (distinct) elements 
of ker 4. 
Lemma 8.5. Let C#J : G --, H be an epimorphism with finite kernel. Let P be a finite 
presentation of G, and let Q be a presentation of H obtained as above. Let K = 1 PI, 
L = (91, and let f: (K, k) --, (L, I) be the inclusion map inducing 4 on 7~~. Then the 
conclusions in Proposition 8.3 hold. 
Proof. ??’ and I? are the respective Cayley graphs of G and H with respect to 
{x1, . . . , x,}. The vertices of Z?’ are named by the elements of G. For each u E G 
and each Xi, there is a l-cell joining u to UXi. (Some of these l-cells might be loops.) 
Similarly for J?. On O-cells, f= 4; and f takes the l-cell determined by u and Xi 
to the l-cell determined by r$( u) and Xi(” d(xi)). If (+ is a O-cell (respectively l-cell) 
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of i mapped by f onto the O-cell (respectively l-cell) T of ,?, we will say that u 
lies over 7. 
For each cell T of J?, choose a cell T’ of I? ’ over r. For each element qi E ker 4, 
represented by the word Zi, let wi be the edge path in k’ from 1 to qi given by the 
word zi. We define a map g : i’ ---, k’ as follows: g takes each vertex u E L’ to u’ 
(the chosen vertex over u); g takes the open middle third of each l-cell T of .? by 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism onto the interior of T'; if O(T) (respec- 
tively f(7)) is the initial (respectively terminal) vertex of T, g maps the initial 
(respectively terminal) third of T to the path o(r)’ . w, (respectively (t(7)' - CO,)-'), 
where qi and q, satisfy o(T') = O(T)' . qi and t(r)) = t(7)' * qj. (Possibly i =j, O(T) = 
f(7) etc.) See Fig. 3. g is proper because there are only finitely many paths Wi and 
therefore there is an upper bound, N, to the number of edges traversed by a translate 







I T I 
o(r 1 t(7 ) 
Fig. 3. 
The maps inclusion and (inclusion) of0 g : 2’ ---f L’ are properly homotopic, 
because they agree on vertices, while on each l-cell they differ by (at most) the 
boundaries of two 2-cells. Clearly, this implies that &, and 4, are epimorphisms. 
(Epimorphisms and monomorphisms in pro-categories are discussed in [21, 1121. 
A morphism which is both epic and manic is an isomorphism.) 
An end of k can be thought of as a proper homotopy class of proper maps 
N - i each of which extends to a proper map [0, 00) - R, where IV = the natural 
numbers considered as a O-dimensional CW complex. Let CX, p : N - k be proper 
cellular maps for which there exists a proper cellular homotopy y : N x I - 2 between 
so LY and /a p. Then go y is a proper cellular homotopy between g 070 Q and 
g of0 p, which therefore represent the same end of l?. Now j-0 go/o LY =fo LY, so 
we can use translates of the edge paths wi to construct a cellular homotopy IV x I - k 
between (Y and g of0 (Y; the upper bound N, referred to above, ensures that this 
homotopy is proper. Thus (Y and g of0 (Y represent the same end. Similarly for j3. 
Thus (Y and j3 represent the same end. So &, is a monomorphism. 
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We now show that 6, is a monomorphism.’ We must show that for any finite 
subcomplex C of i, there exists a finite subcomplex D of i, with Cc 0, having 
the property that whenever A : i’ + k\f-‘(D) is such that J‘o A extends to a map 
f: I’-+ i\D, then A is homotopically trivial in Z?\J‘-‘(C); that this is enough 
follows from [21, p. 1071. Here, I’ is E-1, 112; we denote by I,,, the mth barycentric 
subdivision of Z, by Zi the product CW complex I,,, x I,,,, and by Z’, the subcomplex 
covering al’. 
If e is a cell of Z? the carrier of e is the smallest subcomplex, C(e), of Z? containing 
e. If A is a subset of i, the star of A is st A = IJ {C(e) 1 e is a cell of Z? and 
C(e) A A f fl}. If A is a finite subcomplex, st A is a finite subcomplex; and if A # 0 
the complexes {stM A 1 M 2 0) form an exhausting sequence of finite subcomplexes 
of k, where st” A= A and st”A=st(stM-’ A). 
Given C, the desired D will be any finite subcomplex such that st”f-‘(C) c 
j-‘(D) for a suitably large M (independent of C) to be chosen later. So, assume 
A given as above. By standard methods involving cellular approximation, we can 
arrange that for suitably large m, A is cellular on Z’, and maps each l-cell of Z’, 
either to a vertex or to a l-cell of Z?; and that F maps each l-cell of Z’, either to 
a vertex or to a l-cell of i. The definition of g ensures that the cellular map 
g 0 FI : (Z’,)’ --, i takes the boundary of each 2-cell of If,, to a loop traversing no 
more than M, edges, where M, only depends on the complex Z?‘. Since Z? is simply 
connected, suitable use of the group of covering transformations, G, enables us to 
say that each edge loop in Z? traversing s M, edges is homotopically trivial in stMz 
of its image, where Mz only depends on Z?‘g Z?. Similarly, there is M,, dependent 
onlyon~‘suchthatgoF(Z~,=gg~oAIZ~ and A are homotopic in s?j(image A ). 
Thus there exists M such that A is homotopically trivial in st”‘(image A). This is 
the required M. 0 
Addendum 8.6. Zf Q’ is a presentation of H obtained from Q by adding jnitely many 
trivial relations (i.e., words wj in the letters x” representing 1 E H) and ifL’= IQ’\ = 
1 QI u (finitely many 2-cells attached by homotopically tricial loops), the conclusion of 
Lemma 8.5 continues to hold when L is replaced by L’ (i.e., (inclusion 0 f )- : I? + i’ 
induces an epimorphism on pro-r,(end)). 
Proof of Proposition 8.3 (continued). By passing to a finite covering space of Z 
if necessary, we may assume 4 =f#: G + H is onto, where G = r,( K, k) and 
H = T,( L, 1). 
Let P and R be finite presentations of G and H such that K = JR/ and L = (RI. 
Let Q be the presentation of H obtained from P by attaching a relation for every 
element of ker 4. Then Q and R differ by Tietze transformations [20, p. 891 so there 
are presentations Q’ and R’, obtained from Q and R respectively by attaching 
finitely many trivial relations, such that IQ’] is homotopy equivalent to IR’I. We thus 
’ This part of the proof was suggested by M. Mihalik. 
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have a commutative diagram 
p~~KLLl+~Q~~ 
I 
/ T h 
IRI=L L IR’I 
with h a homotopy equivalence. By applying Lemma 8.4 to h 0 i and Addendum 
8.6 to h 0 i of, we get the desired conclusion. 0 
Remark. An alternative proof of Proposition 8.3 can be obtained by adapting the 
proof of Theorem 1.3 of [ls]. 
A straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 8.3 gives the following 
higher-dimensional version: 
Proposition 8.7. Let f and 4 be as in Proposition 8.3. Assume further that T~( K, k) = 
~~(L,I)=Ofor2~k<d. Thenj:K ---, L’ induces a bijection 6, as in Proposition 8.3, 
and isomorphisms & : pro-rk(end i, /3) * pro-nk( end i,lo /3) for 1 s k < d. 
Recall that if 2 is one-ended, i is said to be simply connected at infinity iff given 
a compact set C c i, there exists a compact set D c L’ such that loops in i\ D bound 
in i\C. (We say that a loop bounds if it is homotopically trivial.) By [ 171 or by 
Lemma 8.4, this property of L’ only depends on n-,( L, 1). Thus we speak of a finitely 
presented one-ended group being simply connected at infinity. See [17, 18, 16, 15, 
261 for properties of these groups. A simple example is Z x Z x Z. 
Proposition 8.8. Let T,( L, 1) be one-ended but not simply connected at infinity. Let C 
be a compact subset of i such that for all compact sets D, there are loops in i\D 
which do not bound in i\C. With hypotheses as in Proposition 8.2, let f : K -+ i cover 
f Then_?‘(C)#0. 
Proof. Let D be a compact subset of i and let w be a loop in i\D such that w 
does not bound in i\C and w is homotopic in L\C to fo w’ for some loop w’ in 
K\]-‘(D); the loop w’ exists by Proposition 8.3. The loop w’ bounds in k. If 
f-‘(C) were empty, w’ would bound in R\J-‘( C), hence f 0 w’ would bound in 
i\C, hence w would bound in i\C, a contradiction. 0 
Note that, in Proposition 8.8, the definition of C is independent of the map f: 
9. More compacta which cannot be disimproved 
Proposition 9.1. If two inverse sequences of finitely presented groups are isomorphic 
in pro-groups, where every bond has finite kernel, and the imuge of every bond has 
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finite index in the range, then all the groups in both sequences are one-ended and simply 
connected at infinity iflone of the groups has these properties. 
Proof. By [28] or by Proposition 8.3, if H is finite and H M G + Q is an exact 
sequence of groups, then G is one-ended iff Q is one-ended. Assume G one-ended. 
By [18, Theorem 1.31 or by Proposition 8.3, G is simply connected at infinity iff Q 
is simply connected at infinity. The rest of the proof is easy (compare [23,3.6]). 0 
Let X be as in Section 3. Suppose X is virtually l-stable, with one-ended 
fundamental pro-group. The concept of X having fundamental pro-group which is 
simply connected at infinity is well defined, by Propositions 6.4 and 9.1. 
Theorem 9.2. Let X be a nonempty compact connected metric space. If X is virtually 
1 -stable, and if the fundamental pro-group of X is one-ended but not simply connected 
at infinity, then E(X) = 0. 
Proof. By Propositions 6.4, 6.6 and 9.1, we may assume that each fin has one end 
and is not simply connected at infinity. By Proposition 8.1, each bond in (2) is 
proper. Let C, c fi, be a compact set such that for all compact sets D, c fir, there 
are loops in fi,\D, which do not bound in fi,\C,. By Proposition 8.8, C,, = the 
inverse image of C, in fin (in the sequence (2)) is non-empty. As in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1, we conclude that lim (2) # 0. By Proposition 7.6, E(X) = 0. 0 - 
Theorem 9.2 leads to the question: what if the fundamental pro-group is one-ended 
and simply connected at CO? Certainly the method used in the proofs of Theorems 
7.1 and 9.2 can be used in higher dimensions under suitable hypotheses. We indicate 
one version. (Note also Remark 10.4.) 
Recall that a group has type 9(d) iff there exists a connected finite d-dimensional 
CW complex Z such that rr,(Z, z) = G and TT~(Z, z) = 0 for 2 c k s d - 1. We are 
interested in the case d 2 2, so G is finitely presented; therefore type 9(d) is 
equivalent to the algebraic finiteness property FPd (see [ 1, 41). In particular, G has 
type 9(d) iff some subgroup of finite index has type 9(d) iff every subgroup of 
finite index has type 9(d). 
Let G have type S(d), let Z be as above, and let n < d. G is n-connected at infinity 
iff given a compact set C c 2, there exists a compact set D c 2, such that for k s n, 
any map S” - .?\D is homotopically trivial in Z\C. This property depends only 
on G, not on the choice of Z (finite, with (d - I)-connected universal cover). By 
the pro-Hurewicz theorem [21, p. 1401, if G is one-ended and simply connected at 
infinity, then for n 3 2, G is n-connected at infinity iff the pro-homology at the end 
of 2 is pro-trivial in dimensions cn. 
To relate this to well-known homology of groups, we point out the following 
from [13]: 
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Proposition 9.3. Let G have t_vpe 9(d) where d ~4. Let G be one-ended and simply 
connected at infinity. G is (d -3)-connected at infinity but not (d -2)-connected at 
infinity iff H’(G, ZG) = 0 for r< d -2, H*-‘(G, ZG) is torsion free, and either 
H*-‘(G,ZG)#O or H*(G,iZG) is not torsionfree. 
By imitating the proof of Theorem 9.2 using Proposition 8.7, one can prove: 
Theorem 9.4. Let X be a nonempty compact connected metric space which is virtually 
l-stable. Let the fundamental pro-group of X be representable by a sequence all 
of whose groups have type S(d), and are (d -2)-connected at injinity but not 
(d - 1)-connected at injinity. Let the kth homotopy pro-groups of X be pro-trivial for 
2<ks(d-1). Then E(X)=O. 
10. Concluding remarks 
Remark 10.1. Let the embedded proper ray p in Q\X represent an empty strong 
shape component of X. Let X’= X u (image p). Then the inclusion X L, X’ is a 
strong shape equivalence represented by a map. This strong shape equivalence takes 
an empty strong shape component to a nonempty one. Thus the empty strong shape 
components are not strong shape invariants, though they are homotopy invariants. 
Remark 10.2. A CE map f: X + Y between compacta induces a bijection between 
strong shape components (by [21, p. 2831) and also between components ofjoinabil- 
ity (because it is a map). It follows that in the examples discussed in Remark 10.1 
(say with X = Xc,) X and X’ are not CE equivalent. This is related to issues 
discussed in [ 11, 251. 
Remark 10.3. Ferry has proved the following partial converse to Theorem 5.1: If X 
is virtually pointed l-movable, then X is shape equivalent to a compactum X’ such 
that E(X’) = 0. 
Remark 10.4. Brin has recently constructed a two-dimensional connected compac- 
turn, X, which is virtually l-stable, whose fundamental pro-group is simply connected 
at infinity, but which has an empty strong shape component. Indeed, X satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 9.4 with d = 3, except that its pro-T, is not pro-trivial. 
Note added in proof 
P. Mrozik comments that our remark in Section 1 concerning the “complete story 
for Pv,x” needs amplification. The story in [9] is for pointed shape. For unpointed 
shape the story is told in “Milnor and Cohen-Vogt formulas in the category of 
unpointed topological spaces” by Z.R. Miminoshvili and P. Mrozik (Preprint). 
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